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ABSTRACT

The snowpack in the central Andes (30°–37°S) is the primary source for streamflow in central Chile and central-western Argentina, but few published studies are available on snowpack variability in the region. This paper develops the first regional snowpack series (1951–2005) from Chilean and Argentinean snow course records. This series shows a strong regional signal, marked interannual variability, and a positive, though nonsignificant, linear trend. Correlations with local precipitation and temperature records reveal a marked association with conditions in central Chile. High snow accumulation is generally concurrent with El Niño events in the tropical Pacific, but only 5 of the 10 driest years coincided with La Niña events. Evaluation of 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly maps during extreme snow years highlights the crucial significance of tropospheric conditions in the subtropical and southeast Pacific in modulating snowfall. Correlations with gridded SST and SLP data and multiple regressions with large-scale climatic indices corroborate a Pacific ENSO-related influence largely concentrated during the austral winter months. This hampers the predictability of snowpack before the onset of the cold season. Annual and warm-season river discharges on both sides of the cordillera are significantly correlated with the regional snowpack record and show positive linear trends over the 1951–2004 common period, probably related to a greater frequency of above-average snowpacks during recent decades. Future demand and competition for water resources in these highly populated regions will require detailed information about temporal and spatial variations in snow accumulation over the Andes. The results indicate that the relationships between snowpack and atmospheric circulation patterns prior to the winter season are complex, and more detailed analyses are necessary to improve prediction of winter snowfall totals.
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1. Introduction

The snowpack accumulated in the central Andes is the main water source of the major rivers in central Chile and central-western Argentina and therefore represents a critical resource for local domestic consumption, irrigation, industries, and hydroelectric generation. Since the main road connecting Santiago, Chile, with Mendoza and Buenos Aires in Argentina crosses the cordillera at these latitudes, snow accumulation also has significant economic impacts on surface transportation, trade, and winter tourism along this portion of the Andes. Thus, the analysis of recent snowpack variations and their relationships with large-scale atmospheric features is of fundamental socioeconomic importance in developing water management strategies and seasonal snowpack and snowmelt forecasts for the region.

Careful investigation of recent snowpack variability in the central Andes is also of particular interest in view of the potential climate changes predicted for this area. In an analysis of seven coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation models especially targeted to investigate high-elevation sites, Bradley et al. (2004) showed that for the next 80 years the central Andes will probably experience significant temperature increases of \( \geq 2^\circ\text{C} \). Independent general circulation model simulations also predict a significant decrease in precipitation over the region for the next five decades (Cubasch et al. 2001), with likely impacts on the hydrological cycle and long-term water resource availability. Basic knowledge about the causes and amount of recent snowpack variability and change in this mountainous area is probably one of the most important factors to consider in planning mitigation of possible future effects of climate change on the socioeconomic activities in this region.

Prior studies of observed snowpack records in the central Andes have mainly been restricted to the government agencies dealing with water resources in Chile and Argentina, and few results have been published in the scientific literature. Snowmelt–runoff simulation models for isolated basins on both sides of the Andes have been developed from some of these data by Peña and Nazarala (1987) and Maza et al. (1995). Escobar and Aceituno (1998) utilized data from 17 snow courses in central Chile to evaluate the influence of May–August sea surface temperatures (SSTs) from the tropical Pacific (Niño-3 region) on winter snow accumulation. They found a higher probability for increased (decreased) winter snowpack between 30° and 35°S during positive (negative) Niño-3 SST anomalies. Prieto et al. (2000, 2001) used a 100-yr record (1885–1996) from a local newspaper reporting the annual number of snow days and maximum snow depth for the high-elevation highway between Santiago and Mendoza to analyze the frequency domain and the influence of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on these records. They found significant periodicities centered around 28 and 5 yr, together with a positive trend over the twentieth century in the number of snow days per year. Prieto and coworkers also report a strong association between above-average winter snow accumulation and El Niño events.

The main purposes of the present paper are 1) to develop a regional snowpack record for the central Andes utilizing updated snow-water equivalent (SWE) data from both Chile and Argentina, 2) to assess the spatial and temporal influence of large-scale atmospheric variables on snow accumulation in this region, 3) to investigate the possibility of predicting snowpack in the central Andes using climatic indices, and 4) to quantify the relationship between recent snowpack variations and water availability in the adjacent lowlands.

2. Study area

The central Andes separate the two key agricultural and industrial regions of central Chile and central-western Argentina (Fig. 1). The metropolitan region of Santiago and regions V and VI contain about 55% of the Chilean population (~8.4 million people; INE 2003) with a rapidly growing demand on water for urban, agricultural, and industrial uses (Brown and Saldivia 2000; Rosegrant et al. 2000; Ribbe and Gaese 2002; Cai et al. 2003). The average annual (1961–90) rainfall for Santiago is approximately 290 mm, and most water needs are met from river runoff from melting mountain snowpack. In the mid-1990s about 48% of the annual discharge of the Maipo River (the main water source for Santiago) was withdrawn to meet these needs (Cai et al. 2003). Central Chile also accounts for about 45% of the total irrigated area of the country (Brown and Saldivia 2000). On the drier Argentinean side of the central Andes the rivers originating in the mountains serve a population of ~2.2 million people in the provinces of San Juan and Mendoza (INDEC 2001). With less than 200 mm of precipitation per year the vast majority of the agriculture must rely on irrigation (Díaz Araujo and Bertranou 2004). Snow-

---

1 The central Andes are here considered as the portion of the Andes between 30° and 37°S.
melt runoff is also the main source of water for hydroelectric power generation in the region. Between 1986 and 2003, hydropower plants fed by rivers coming from the cordillera generated, on average, 62% and 86% of the total domestic energy generation in the provinces of Mendoza and San Juan, respectively (Secretaría de Energía 2004; earlier reports available through http://energia.mecon.gov.ar).

The mean elevation of the central Andes is around 3500 m, with several peaks reaching over 6000 m. The weakening and northward displacement of the subtropical Pacific anticyclone during the austral winter enhances the westerly flow across central Chile, producing a marked cold season peak of precipitation in central Chile and over the mountains (Miller 1976; Aceituno 1988; Lliboutry 1998). The high elevation and north–south orientation of the cordillera are an effective topographic barrier for Pacific air masses, and little Pacific moisture reaches the easternmost slopes of the cordillera. In fact, cold season (March–September) precipitation on the easternmost slopes and adjacent lowlands in Argentina are not correlated with precipitation in Santiago during the same period (Compagnucci and Vargas 1998). The region east of the central Andes experiences a continental regime with a marked warm season precipitation peak associated with moist air masses from the northeast as well as nonfrontal convective processes (Prohaska 1976). Unfortunately, the lack of high-elevation climate stations in the mountains prevents a more detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal patterns of climate over the central Andes (Lliboutry 1998).

Numerous studies have analyzed rainfall variations in the lowlands of central Chile, and the significant influence of tropical Pacific atmospheric features associated with ENSO has been known for decades (Pittock 1980; Quinn and Neal 1983; Aceituno 1988; Rutlland and Fuenzalida 1991; Montecinos et al. 2000; Montecinos and Aceituno 2003; Quintana 2004). Above-average winter rainfall anomalies generally coincide with El Niño events, and below-average winter rainfall anomalies are more likely to occur during La Niña years. Rutlland and Fuenzalida (1991) and Montecinos and Aceituno (2003) further describe a strong relationship between above-average winter rainfall conditions in central Chile and enhanced blocking activity over the Amundsen–Bellingshausen Seas (Am–Be) in the southeast (SE) Pacific, a known ENSO-related atmospheric teleconnection occurring during El Niño events (Karoly 1989; Renwick 1998; Kiladis and Mo 1998).

During the twentieth century, annual and winter rainfall variations in central Chile between 30° and 33°S...
show strong interdecadal variability with an overall negative trend (Quintana 2004). However, within this period of general negative trend, increased rainfall anomalies occurred between about 1900–40 and 1970–2000, whereas negative anomalies were more frequent between 1940 and 1970. In general, studies of streamflow variations also show that ENSO-related features in the tropical Pacific play a predominant role in regulating the hydrological variability in the region with increased (decreased) summer and annual river discharges following El Niño (La Niña) events (Waylen and Caviedes 1990; Caviedes 1998; Compagnucci and Vargas 1998; Norte et al. 1998; Waylen et al. 2000).

Temperature variations in the lowlands of central Chile and central-western Argentina show different trends over the 1960–92 interval (Rosenblüth et al. 1997). Mean annual, summer, and winter temperatures show significant positive trends (>0.3°C decade⁻¹) west of the cordillera centered at around 33°S. However, lowland stations east of the Andes show cooling (though nonsignificant) trends for the mean annual and seasonal temperatures (Rosenblüth et al. 1997).

Studies of recent glacier fluctuations in central Chile (Casassa 1995; Rivera et al. 2000, 2002) indicate a general reduction in glacier mass. Detailed analysis of seven glaciers between 32° and 35°S indicates that they lost approximately 16% of their area in the second half of the twentieth century, and ice thicknesses measured at four glaciers indicated an average thinning of −0.775 m yr⁻¹ (Rivera et al. 2002). Generalized recession has also been reported from the small number of Argentinean glaciers that have been studied (Leiva 1999). These changes have been mainly linked to the observed rise in elevation of the 0°C isotherm and the equilibrium line altitude of glaciers in central Chile during the last quarter of the twentieth century (Casassa et al. 2003; Carrasco et al. 2005). Localized studies (Peña and Nazarala 1987; Milana 1998) indicate that glacier meltwater has been particularly critical to maintain minimum water flows during extreme dry years. However, the potential hydrological impacts of the observed ice mass loss in this region have not been studied in detail.

3. Data and methods

Since streamflow variability in this region is dominated by snowmelt runoff, snow data have been monitored to forecast spring and summer water supply for over five decades by Dirección General de Aguas (DGA) in Chile and Departamento General de Irrigación (DGI) in Mendoza, Argentina. Between 28° and 37°S, there are fewer than 30 available snow course records in Chile and Argentina, and they cover a large altitudinal range from 1380 to 3600 m. Generally, these data consist of measurements of snow depth, density, and SWE averaged over several samples per snow course. The longest snowpack records are from Portillo, Chile (1951–2004), and Valle Hermoso, Mendoza (1952–2005). However, the snow data available vary in quality and length, and the majority of snow courses have missing data for one or several years. During the cold season (early April to late November) most key stations have been monitored on a monthly to bi-monthly basis (and, since 2000, daily snow pillow measurements are also available for a few Argentinean stations), but numerous circumstances (budget limitations, difficulty of access to the sites, etc.) have produced considerable variability in the frequency and timing of the snow measurements across the network. The analysis of records with four or more measurements per winter indicates that the timing of peak SWE values is variable, with 31.0% occurring in August, 43.4% in September, and 14.2% in October. Thus the use of a standard measuring date² to estimate the true SWE peak during the cold season could result in substantial error.

To overcome these limitations, the maximum value of SWE (MSWE) for each year was used as a surrogate of total snow accumulation at each site. This was deemed to be the best option available, but we acknowledge the likely existence of minor differences (probably not larger than 10%) between the true SWE winter peak and the MSWE values used in this study. The MSWE values for the six longest (>30 yr) and most complete (<10% missing years) snow course records were retained to develop a regional snowpack time series for the central Andes (Table 1). Following Jones and Hulme (1996), annual MSWE values for each snow course were converted to percentages of their 1966–2004 mean and subsequently averaged to create a regional MSWE record from 1951–2005.

The lack of a representative network of long, complete high-elevation climate records has hampered the assessment of long-term climatic variations in the central Andes and their impacts on mountain snow accumulation and the regional hydrological cycle. These issues were investigated by correlating the regional MSWE series with 4-month moving sums (January–April, . . . , September–December) and January–December annual precipitation totals (1961–90) from three stations lo-

---

² This is equivalent to the 1 April date extensively used in the western United States as a surrogate for winter snow accumulation (e.g., Cayan 1996; Bohr and Aguado 2001; McCabe and Dettinger 2002; Mote et al. 2005).
Table 1. Snow courses used to develop a regionally averaged series of annual MSWE record for the central Andes, 1951–2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snow course</th>
<th>Lat (S)</th>
<th>Lon (W)</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Missing years (%)</th>
<th>MSWE mean (mm)</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laguna Negra</td>
<td>33°40'S</td>
<td>70°08'W</td>
<td>2768</td>
<td>1965–2004</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>DGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguna del Diamante</td>
<td>34°15'S</td>
<td>69°42'W</td>
<td>3310</td>
<td>1956–2005*</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>DGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valle Hermoso</td>
<td>35°09'S</td>
<td>70°12'W</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td>1952–2005*</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>DGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcán Chillán</td>
<td>36°50'S</td>
<td>71°25'W</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>1966–2004</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>DGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 2000-05 MSWE values derived from daily snow pillow records available online at http://www.irrigacion.gov.ar.

dicated at ~110 km west (Santiago–Pudahuel, 33°23’S, 70°47’W, 475 m), and ~110 km (Guido, 32°51’S, 69°16’W, 1550 m) and 200 km (Mendoza–Observatorio, 32°54’S, 68°54’W, 828 m) east of the continental divide (Fig. 1). Monthly total precipitation records for Santiago and Mendoza were downloaded from the Global Historical Climatology Network Web site (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/ghcn/ghcn.html) and data from Guido were provided by Subsecretaría de Recursos Hídricos, Argentina. MSWE data were also correlated with 5° × 5° gridded mean seasonal and annual temperature records for central Chile (30°–35°S, 70°–75°W) and central-western Argentina (30°–35°S, 65°–70°W) from the HadCRUT2v dataset [This dataset is the variance adjusted version of HadCRUT2, a combined land and marine grid-box temperature anomaly dataset developed by the Climatic Research Unit (CRU), University of East Anglia in conjunction with the Hadley Centre of the Met Office (see Jones and Moberg 2003; Rayner et al. 2003 for details)], to examine relationships between regional temperature variations and winter snow accumulation in the mountains. The annual and seasonal time series (and in particular the temperature averages) are strongly autocorrelated. If unaccounted for, this would make the statistical tests of significance of correlations too liberal (i.e., too often rejection of the null hypothesis, r = 0). To ensure that all records are serially random prior to correlation, each series was prewhitened using an autoregressive (AR) model where the AR(p) order was estimated following the minimum Akaike information criterion (Akaike 1974). By prewhitening all series under analysis, the significance tests of the moving correlations do not require any degrees-of-freedom adjustment for the serial persistence seen in the original data (e.g., Dawdy and Matalas 1964).

Previous studies have reported a strong ENSO-related tropical and subtropical Pacific influence on snow accumulation in the central Andes (e.g., Escobar and Aceituno 1998) and rainfall variations in central Chile (e.g., Pittock 1980; Aceituno 1988; Montecinos and Aceituno 2003). In general, the warm (cold) phases of ENSO, usually associated with El Niño (La Niña) events in the tropical Pacific, have been related to wet (dry) years in central Chile. Enhanced blocking over the Am–Be area in the southeast Pacific during El Niño events has also been linked to increased winter rainfall in central Chile (Rutland and Fuenzalida 1991; Montecinos and Aceituno 2003). However, the identification and timing of El Niño or La Niña events (i.e., the months covered by such events) varies depending on the parameters used to define those events (Trenberth 1997). In this analysis we define El Niño (La Niña) events as periods when the 5-month running means of SST anomalies in the Niño-3.4 region (5°N–5°S, 120°–170°W) were above 0.4°C (below −0.4°C) for six months or more (Trenberth 1997). These objectively defined events were used to examine the warm–wet/ cold–dry hypothesis in the central Andes by comparing their occurrence with the 10 highest and lowest snowpack values in the 1951–2005 MSWE regional record. Subsequently, we used the 2.5° × 2.5° gridded monthly mean 500-hPa geopotential height dataset from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) to investigate the influence of tropospheric circulation anomalies during these extreme years. For each event year and grid point, mean peak winter (June–September) height anomalies from the 1968–96 reference period were calculated from monthly data and subsequently averaged to create separate composite 500-hPa height anomaly maps for the 10 snowiest and driest years on record.

We also compared the regional MSWE record with seasonally averaged 2.5° × 2.5° gridded SST and sea level pressure (SLP) time series derived from the reanalysis global database (Kalnay et al. 1996). Mean monthly gridded SST and SLP data were composited into October–January (spring–early summer), February–May (summer–early winter), and June–September (midwinter) averages and correlated against the regional MSWE series using the linear correlation and
Given the socioeconomic importance of mountain snow accumulation in central Chile and central-western Argentina, better management of water resources could be achieved with the development of reliable models for the prediction of winter snowpack from atmospheric variables or climatic indices (e.g., McCabe and Dettinger 2002). We performed exploratory multiple regression analyses using several climate indices as potential predictors of snow accumulation in the study area. These climate indices (see Table 2) have been widely used to characterize atmospheric conditions in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Antarctic regions and were thus possibly linked to interannual snowpack variations in the central Andes. As some of these candidate predictors are not statistically independent (the Niño-3.4 index (N34), Southern Oscillation index (SOI), and Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO), in particular, exhibit strong intercorrelation), a stepwise regression approach (F-to-enter 0.05, F-to-remove 0.10) was used to avoid multicollinearity among the predictors and develop a more reliable regression model. The analyses were performed separately for four 3-month seasons starting in November of the previous year and ending in October of the current year. Since most of the seasonal climatic index series exhibit strong serial correlations, we utilized the prewhitened versions of the seasonal climatic indices as predictors of the prewhitened MSWE snowpack record (see discussion above). While minimizing the impacts of serial persistence on the estimation of the regression models, this approach allowed us to isolate the partial seasonal influences of each candidate predictor on interannual snowpack variations during the 1953–2002 interval common to all series.

Mean monthly streamflow data for the main rivers in central-western Argentina and central Chile were used to examine the influence of the regional MSWE records on runoff (Fig. 1 and Table 3). Gauge station records were selected for maximum overlap with the MSWE regional series and to avoid major anthropogenic influences on river discharge. Earlier and overlapping monthly records from discontinued stream gauges in the same basin were used to extend (through simple linear regression) the records from active gauge stations on the Mendoza and Diamante Rivers and provide a set of complete and updated (up to June 2004) monthly streamflow series for the most important rivers in central-western Argentina. Missing monthly values in the Chilean records were estimated using a reference series created from the remaining streamflow records in the region. Mean annual values were calculated using the July–June water year, and each year is identified by the year of the earliest month (i.e., the 2003 water year extends from July 2003 to June 2004). Mean monthly and annual streamflow series were prewhitened prior to correlation with the regional snowpack record.

Finally, linear trends in the MSWE regional record and the mean annual and seasonal temperatures from the HadCRUT2v grid cells on both sides of the cordillera were analyzed to explore relationships with river discharges and glaciers over the twentieth century. Annual (July–June) and warm season (November–February) river discharges for the region were calculated as the average of the individual streamflow series expressed as percentages from their 1966–2004 mean.
Linear trends were computed for the 1951–2004 interval common to all series, and for the 1906–2004 interval common to the gridded temperature and regional runoff records. The statistical significance of trends was assessed following a conservative approach that accounts for the temporal autocorrelation in the regression residuals of each time series (the AdjSE + AdjDF approach: Santer et al. 2000).

4. Results

a. Regional snowpack record, 1951–2005

In this paper we have developed the first regional snowpack series (expressed as annual maximum snow-water equivalent) using snow course data from both sides of the central Andes in Chile and Argentina. This series covers the 1951–2005 period and is derived from the six longest and most complete snow course records in the region (Table 1). Despite the large latitudinal range (−30°–37°S) of these six snow courses and other data limitations discussed above, the individual MSWE records show similar year-to-year variability and share a high percentage of common variance (Figs. 2a–f). The mean correlation coefficient from all possible paired combinations is 0.697, and only one significant principal component explains 77% of the total variance in these records over the 1966–2004 period. The regional MSWE record (Fig. 2g) is approximately normally distributed and shows a nonsignificant positive linear trend (+3.95% decade⁻¹, P = 0.543) over the 1951–2005 interval. The negative first-order autocorrelation coefficient for this series is not statistically significant (−0.258, P > 0.05) but reflects the strong year-to-year variability present in both individual snow course records and the regional MSWE series. Regional MSWE annual values can vary widely from 6% (1968) to 257% (1982) of the 1966–2004 mean (Fig. 2g).

b. Relationship with local climate conditions

Lagged correlation analysis of the regional MSWE series with seasonal and annual precipitation and temperature records from both sides of the cordillera re-
revealed the much stronger influence of western (Pacific) conditions on winter snow accumulation at high-elevation sites (Fig. 3). Using the prewhitened versions of each series, the MSWE series showed highly significant positive correlations with Santiago precipitation for several four-month periods during winter (e.g., $r = 0.878$ with June–September totals, Fig. 3a) and also with the annual total ($r = 0.893$). Correlations with winter precipitation east of the mountains at Guido were lower but still significant (at the 0.05 level) for the May–August and June–September periods. However, only June–September precipitation totals in Mendoza (farther east of the continental divide) were significantly correlated with the regional snowpack record (Fig. 3a).

The gridded temperature record for central Chile was significantly positively correlated at the 0.05 level with the regional snowpack record for most of the four-month periods analyzed and the mean annual values (Fig. 3b). However, none of the gridded temperature data from east of the mountains were significantly correlated with snowpack, further demonstrating that, at these latitudes, conditions in the Andes are much more strongly related to climate variations west of the continental divide. The significant positive correlations with
temperature variations in central Chile are surprising, as we would expect mountain snowpack records to be positively correlated with nearby precipitation data (e.g., Selkowitz et al. 2002) but mostly negatively correlated with temperature records (e.g., Mote et al. 2005). However, this could partially be explained if the variables involved are not fully independent, where, for example, increases in precipitation may result from warmer air masses with potentially higher water vapor contents (Barry 1990). The 1961–90 annual total precipitation values in Santiago and the mean annual grid-ded temperature series in central Chile are significantly positively correlated ($r = 0.463, P < 0.01$).

c. Influence of ENSO events and relationship with 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies

Figure 4 shows that above-average snow accumulation in the central Andes is generally associated with the warm phases of ENSO (El Niño events), as was earlier reported by Escobar and Aceituno (1998) and Prieto et al. (2000, 2001). However, comparison of the 10 highest and 10 lowest MSWE years with El Niño and La Niña events (Table 4) revealed that this relationship is complex: two of the 10 snowiest years on record did not correspond to El Niño events (as defined by positive SST anomalies in the Niño-3.4 region). In fact, 1984 and 1978 (7th and 10th snowiest years, respectively) actually occurred during extended negative SST anomalies in the Niño-3.4 region (Table 4). Extremely low snowfall years in the central Andes show a weaker association with the cold phase of ENSO, and 5 of the 10 driest years (1968, 1996, 2004, 1990, and 1967) did not correspond with concurrent La Niña events in the tropical Pacific (Table 4).

Numerous studies have analyzed the 1976–77 climatic shift throughout the Pacific basin and the changes in ENSO activity toward more warm phases after 1976 (e.g., Mantua et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 1997; Trenberth et al. 2002). This large-scale atmospheric shift and the associated higher frequency and intensity of El Niño events seem to have impacted the snowpack records in the central Andes. During the 1951–76 interval, only 8 years are above the long-term mean, compared with 15 years during the 1977–2005 period. The average snowfall is higher during this latter part of the record, although the means are not significantly different due to the high interannual variability (Fig. 4). This agrees with the positive trend in central Chile rainfall records between 1970 and 2000 (Quintana 2004) and is likely
TABLE 4. The 10 highest and lowest snow accumulation years in the central Andes (1951–2005), expressed as percentages from the 1966–2004 base period. El Niño and La Niña events (as defined by Trenberth 1997) that overlap at least two of the snow season months (April–October) are also listed. Note that not all highest (lowest) ranked annual MSWE values coincide with El Niño (La Niña) events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Averaged MSWE (%)</th>
<th>El Niño?</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Averaged MSWE (%)</th>
<th>La Niña?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>257.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>No*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>230.7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>No*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>215.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>No*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>208.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>202.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>198.9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>No*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>183.4</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>No*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>158.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>156.9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>152.8</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* La Niña event from October 1967 to April 1968 (early winter). Niño-3.4 region SST anomalies remained negative until June 1968, turned positive in July 1968, and an El Niño event started in September 1968 (late winter).

Strictly, a 8-month La Niña event ended in April 1996. Nevertheless, SST anomalies remained negative throughout the winter of that year.

Positive Niño-3.4 SST anomalies were observed during 2004, with values above +0.4°C between June 2004 and May 2005.

Positive SST anomalies (between 0° and 0.4°C) were observed during 1990.


Strictly, a La Niña event only started in October 1967, but SST anomalies had remained negative throughout that year.

Negative Niño-3.4 SST anomalies occurred between April and December 1978.

Averaged MSWE values are for the regional MSWE series.

The 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly maps (Fig. 5) suggest a clear association between peak winter large-scale tropospheric circulation anomalies in the mid- to high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere and extreme snowfall years in the central Andes. The most noticeable features associated with the 10 snowiest years on record are the extensive and well-defined regions of averaged positive and negative height anomalies concentrated between 60° and 70°S, 90° and 120°W (Am–Be area) and 30° and 40°S, 130° and 150°W in the subtropical South Pacific (Fig. 5a). These patterns confirm the results from previous studies (e.g., Ruttlund and Fuenzalida 1991; Montecinos and Aceituno 2003) and indicate that enhanced blocking activity around the Am–Be area and the concurrent weakening of the subtropical Pacific anticyclone are key features influencing above-average snow accumulation in the study area. Interestingly, the 10 driest years on record corresponded with almost an exactly opposite anomaly pattern, with negative winter 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies over the Am–Be region and positive anomalies in the subtropical South Pacific between 25° and 40°S (Fig. 5b). High snow years also corresponded with generalized positive height anomalies between New Zealand and the southern tip of South Africa, whereas negative anomalies occurred over the Southern Ocean between the date line and 90°E and the eastern Antarctic sector around 70°–80°S, 105°–120°E (Fig. 5a). A similar, opposite, anomaly pattern in these remote regions is apparent for the 10 driest years (Fig. 5b), providing evidence of the large-scale, relatively time-stable nature of these atmospheric relationships.

d. Relationships with gridded SST, SLP, and climate indices

In addition to the results described above, correlations of the regional MSWE series with mean seasonal gridded global SST and SLP data (Fig. 6) revealed interesting spatial patterns that may help to understand the relative temporal and spatial significance of these variables on snow accumulation in the central Andes. In general, the seasonally averaged spring–early summer (October–January) gridded SST values showed nonsignificant correlations with the regional MSWE series (Fig. 6a). The February–May (late summer–early winter) SST gridded records show some negative correlation fields centered south and east of Australia and in the southeast Pacific, whereas positive correlations were found over most of the tropical and subtropical eastern Pacific and the southwest Atlantic (Fig. 6b). The highest correlations occurred during the June–September (peak winter) period showing the strong and well-known ENSO-like wedge pattern over the tropical and subtropical Pacific (e.g., Trenberth and Caron 2000; Trenberth et al. 2002; Fig. 6c). Strong positive correlations were found during this four-month period especially over the Niño-3 and -4 regions in the tropical Pacific. Conversely, negative correlations occurred mostly over the subtropical western Pacific. Negative correlations were also found on the eastern Pacific off the coast of central Chile. This correlation pattern resembles that obtained by Montecinos and Aceituno (2003) for June–August central Chile rainfall variations and SST gridded fields over the tropical and subtropical Pacific.

Field correlations between the MSWE series and SLP gridded seasonal averages (Figs. 6d–f) also showed a temporal pattern with a noticeable ENSO-related
structure (Trenberth and Caron 2000). In general, low or nonsignificant field correlations were found with gridded SLP October–January seasonal averages. Negative correlations, concentrated over the subtropical South Pacific, were found with February–May SLP averages, while the grid cells over the northern Indian Ocean and around Australia were positively correlated with the snowpack series. The strongest gridded SLP–MSWE correlations also occurred in the June–September period during the current winter season (Fig. 6f) with negative correlations over the subtropical Pacific and southeast Atlantic Oceans. Figure 6f also shows positive correlations concentrated around northern Australia and over the Am–Be area in the southeast Pacific, closely resembling the Pacific SLP–central Chile winter rainfall correlation pattern obtained by Montecinos and Aceituno (2003). As expected, the pattern in Fig. 6f is also roughly similar to the 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly map shown in Fig. 5a.

The analysis of the anomaly maps and correlation fields depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 suggests that, in addition to the strong ENSO-related influence in the Pacific basin, snowpack variations in the central Andes might also be related to large-scale atmospheric features that extend beyond the tropical and subtropical Pacific. If physically and statistically meaningful, these relationships could be used to develop winter snowpack forecasts for the study region. Our multivariate regression trials revealed that none of the climatic indices for the November–April period is significantly correlated with the snowpack record and, therefore, they are not useful predictors of winter snow accumulation in the central Andes (Table 5). However, significant correlations were found between the MSWE record and May–July (early–midwinter) averages of the N34, SOI, and the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) but due to intercorrelation among these variables only the SOI was included in a regression model, which explains about 44% of the variance in the snowpack record (Table 5). The predictive skill of these candidate variables decreases later in the winter season. Although the August–October (late winter) averages for the N34, SOI, and PDO showed statistically significant correlations with the regional snowpack record, only the N34 series was selected in the stepwise regression procedure to explain about 31% of the variance in the MSWE regional series (Table 5).

e. Relationships between regional streamflow records and winter snowpack

All of the rivers studied display typical unimodal annual hydrographs with a November to February (late spring–early summer) snowmelt peak that represents about 57% of the annual discharge (Table 3). Over the 1954–2003 common period, only one significant princi-
pal component (PC1) explains 85.5% of the total variance in mean annual discharge of these rivers, indicating a strong similarity in flow regimes on both sides of the cordillera. A similar coherent pattern is shown by a principal component analysis of the mean summer (November–February) flows with PC1 explaining 86.1% of the total variance. All 10 rivers showed positive linear trends in annual runoff over the 1954–2003 period (Table 3). However, after accounting for the serial correlation in the regression residuals of each series (Santer et al. 2000), only the Maipo and Tinguiririca Rivers in Chile showed positive linear trends that are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. Positive linear trends were also observed in the November–

Fig. 6. Correlation maps showing the changing seasonal strength in the relationships between the regional MSWE series and seasonally averaged NCEP–NCAR reanalysis 2.5° × 2.5° (a)–(c) SST and (d)–(f) SLP gridded data over the 1952–2003 interval.
February mean seasonal values, but none of these trends reached statistical significance at the 0.05 level. The strong, positive association between winter snowpack and spring–summer river discharges is a well-known hydrometeorological relationship in the study area. However, to our knowledge no published studies have actually quantified this relationship. In Fig. 7 we show that highly significant correlations (particularly for the warm season peak flows) exist between the regional MSWE series and mean monthly streamflow records from both sides of the cordillera, even after accounting for serial persistence in the individual series. Extremely high correlation values (ranging between 0.778 and 0.908) were also found with the annualized July–June river discharges. Over the 1951–2004 period, the correlation between the MSWE record and the regionally averaged November–February (July–June) river discharges were as high as 0.945 (0.926) (Fig. 8), reflecting the crucial influence of mountain snowpack on freshwater availability in the adjacent lowland areas in Chile and Argentina. However, month-by-month correlation analysis (Fig. 7) revealed some interesting differences in the relationship between the western and eastern sides of the cordillera.

The strong, positive association between winter snowpack and spring–summer river discharges is a well-known hydrometeorological relationship in the study area. However, to our knowledge no published studies have actually quantified this relationship. In Fig. 7 we show that highly significant correlations (particularly for the warm season peak flows) exist between the regional MSWE series and mean monthly streamflow records from both sides of the cordillera, even after accounting for serial persistence in the individual series. Extremely high correlation values (ranging between 0.778 and 0.908) were also found with the annualized July–June river discharges. Over the 1951–2004 period, the correlation between the MSWE record and the regionally averaged November–February (July–June) river discharges were as high as 0.945 (0.926) (Fig. 8), reflecting the crucial influence of mountain snowpack on freshwater availability in the adjacent lowland areas in Chile and Argentina. However, month-by-month correlation analysis (Fig. 7) revealed some interesting differences in the relationship between the western and eastern sides of the cordillera. Although the hydrographs of these rivers have a simple unimodal warm season peak centered around December–January, correlations with the Chilean (western) rivers (light bars, Fig. 7) were statistically significant approximately two months prior (even including June, in the middle of the snow season) to the Argentinean (eastern) rivers (dark bars).

![Image](http://example.com/image.png)

**Fig. 7.** Correlations between the prewhitened regional snowfall MSWE record and streamflow over the 1955–2002 period. The mean and range of the correlations coefficients for the four Chilean (light bars) and six Argentinean (dark bars) rivers are shown for each month and the July–June water year. The 95% confidence level is depicted by the dashed line.
bars, Fig. 7). Significant correlations with the Chilean rivers also ended earlier in the following year than the Argentinean rivers (Fig. 7).

All winter snowpack and annual and seasonal streamflow and temperature series showed positive trends over the 1951–2004 period, but only the trends for mean annual and warm season temperatures from central-western Argentina were significant at the 0.05 level when the conservative approach of Santer et al. (2000) was used (Table 6). Temperature trends on both sides of the Andes remained positive for all seasons when the extended 1906–2004 period was considered, but in this case only the central Chile records reached statistical significance at the 0.05 level or higher. In contrast, mean annual regional and warm season runoff series showed negative (though nonsignificant) linear trends over this interval (Table 6).

5. Discussion and conclusions

Either directly or indirectly, over 10 million people in central Chile and central-western Argentina depend on the freshwater originating from the winter snowpack in the central Andes to meet water demands for drinking, domestic consumption, irrigation, industry, and hydroelectric generation. Winter snow accumulation has been systematically monitored for over 50 years for spring–summer snowmelt discharges on both sides of the mountain range, but few published studies are available and little is known about winter snowpack variability in the region. In this paper we present the first attempt to integrate snowpack data from the Andes in Chile and Argentina (Fig. 1). Our results generally agree with previous climatic and hydrometeorological studies showing a marked Pacific, ENSO-related influence on precipitation in this area (e.g., Rutland and Fuenzalida 1991; Compagnucci and Vargas 1998, Escobar and Aceituno 1998; Montecinos and Aceituno 2003). However, using updated snow course data our analyses provide further insight into 1) the main temporal and spatial patterns in the snowpack records; 2)
their relationships with local climate, ENSO events, large-scale atmospheric variables (500-hPa geopotential height, SST, and SLP), and climatic indices indicative of conditions in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Antarctic regions; 3) the temporal importance of the winter snow records on river discharges in the region; and 4) possible causes for the observed streamflow and glacier trends over the second half of the twentieth century.

Unlike western North America or the European Alps, the snow course data available in the southern South American Andes are very limited in temporal and spatial extent. Between 30° and 37°S only two snow course records exceed 50 years, and only six stations with >30 years of records and <10% of missing data were deemed appropriate for this study (Table 1). However, these records demonstrate a strong regional signal, indicating that they are reliable indicators of interannual and interdecadal snowpack variations in the central Andes over the 1951–2005 period. In contrast to the decreasing trends observed in snowpack records across western North America (Mote et al. 2005), the averaged regional MSWE series displays a positive (though nonsignificant) trend with marked interannual variability ranging from 6% to 257% of the 1966–2004 mean.

The most noticeable feature evidenced by the correlation analyses between the regional snowpack series and climate records from both sides of the cordillera is the highly significant positive correlations with winter and annual rainfall totals in central Chile, which reflect the importance of moist westerly air masses in regulating snowfall over the mountains. Lower (though marginally significant) positive correlations were also found with central Chile gridded temperature records. Precipitation and gridded temperature data east of the continental divide showed a much weaker association with the MSWE series. While highlighting the predominant influence of western conditions on snowpack accumulation in the central Andes, these results revealed an intriguing positive association between temperature and snowpack variations that agrees with a theoretical model of possible effects of warming trends in mountain regions (see Barry 1990). According to this model, warmer air masses with a potentially higher specific humidity may lead to a temporary increase in snowfall at high-elevation sites. The positive trends observed in our snowpack series and in surface and tropospheric temperature records in central Chile during winter (Aceituno et al. 1993; Rosenblüth et al. 1997) are in line with this hypothesis. However, the limited empirical information available and the complex nature of the atmospheric processes and feedbacks involved (Allen and Ingram 2002) hamper our ability to assess the possible implications of this positive snowpack–temperature association in the near future. Nonetheless, the analysis of several climate and hydrologic models (Jacobs et al. 2001) suggests that substantial increases in temperature will ultimately result in a reduction of the mountain snowpack, with potential impacts on the hydrological cycle and water supply for the region.

We found a clear correspondence between the warm phases of ENSO (El Niño events) and above-average snow accumulation in the central Andes, but two of the snowiest years on record did not correspond with concurrent positive SST anomalies in the Niño-3.4 region. Moreover, only 50% of the driest years in the central Andes coincided with La Niña events in the tropical Pacific, suggesting the existence of additional factors outside the tropical Pacific that contribute to explain snowfall variability in the central Andes. The analysis of 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly maps associated with the extreme years in the study region revealed that tropospheric conditions in the mid- to high latitudes in the Pacific are key factors modulating extreme snowpack variations in the study region. Enhanced blocking activity (associated with positive height anomalies) in the Am–Be area and a weakening of the subtropical Pacific anticyclone during winter result in a northerly migration of the westerly storm tracks and above-average snow accumulation in the study area. A remarkably similar height anomaly pattern of opposite sign for the driest years suggests that a stronger Pacific anticyclone and depleted height anomalies in the SE Pacific during winter determine a southward displacement of westerly air masses with a marked reduction in snowfall in the central Andes. These results coincide with previous related studies in the region (e.g., Rutlland and Fuenzalida 1991).

Lagged correlations between the regional MSWE series and global gridded SST and SLP data averaged over previous and current seasons showed the well-known association between central Chile precipitation and ENSO conditions in the tropical and subtropical Pacific (see, e.g., Montecinos and Aceituno 2003). Interestingly, the higher correlations with the SST and SLP records were mostly observed during the austral winter season (June–September), suggesting that conditions preceding the cold season have little or no influence on winter snow accumulation in this region (see Fig. 6). This was further corroborated by multivariate regression trials between the MSWE series and 3-month moving averages of large-scale climatic indices (Tables 2 and 5), which revealed serious limitations in predicting snow accumulation before the onset of the winter season using these candidate predictor variables.
alone. These results also confirmed that the predominant Pacific, ENSO-related influence on snowpack in the central Andes is mainly concentrated during the cold season months, but even during this period the variance explained by the stepwise regression models was relatively modest (44%–31%). Given the socioeconomic importance of the central Andes snowpack, improved predictive skills are desirable and more research is needed to identify better predictors of snowpack records from the period prior to the austral winter. Since the most serious challenges in managing the mountain water supply will likely occur during below-average snowfall years, special attention should be paid to those large-scale atmospheric linkages associated with (or leading to) extreme dry years in the central Andes. One possibility is the development of a north–south index utilizing SLP or geopotential height data from the subtropical Pacific off the coast of central Chile combined with those from the Am–Be area in the southeast Pacific (see Figs. 5 and 6f). Although blocking activity in this area is strongly associated with ENSO variability (see, e.g., Renwick 1998), a better understanding of additional atmospheric teleconnections affecting conditions in the southeast Pacific (e.g., Jacobs and Comiso 1997; Marques and Rao 1999) may in turn lead to improved predictive skills for snowpack in this region.

River discharges on both sides of the central Andes are strongly correlated with the snowpack record and show remarkably similar interannual variability and trends, highlighting the existence of a marked regional hydrologic signal between 31° and 37°S. The correlation between the MSWE record and regionally averaged river discharges suggests that over the past 55 years >85% of the streamflow variance could be explained by the snowpack record alone (Fig. 8). As expected from a snowmelt-dominated streamflow regime, the late spring–early summer months (November–February) account for almost 60% of the annual total flows and show the highest correlations with the snowpack record (Table 3 and Fig. 7). However, the Chilean rivers also showed highly significant correlations during July–September in the middle of the snow season. Although additional work is needed to elucidate these previously undocumented differences in the snowpack–streamflow relationships between Chilean and Argentinean rivers, we hypothesize that, as winter rainfall in central Chile and snow accumulation in the central Andes are strongly correlated (see Fig. 3a), the higher correlations of the Chilean rivers during the snow season probably reflect the influence of winter rainfall over the gauge stations located west of the cordillera.

Linear trend analyses of snowpack, streamflow, and local climate records during the 1951–2004 period showed a consistent pattern of positive trends for all these variables. However, conservative estimates revealed that most of these trends are not statistically significant and therefore should be interpreted with caution. During the extended 1906–2004 period, trends in annual and warm season streamflow records changed in sign but remained within the 95% confidence levels, whereas temperatures on both sides of the central Andes showed a sustained warming tendency, especially in the annual and warm season series from central Chile. This consistent pattern of positive trends found in the temperature records, together with the generalized recession of glaciers observed in the central Andes (Casassa 1995; Rivera et al. 2000), suggest that significant changes in climate have already impacted glacier mass balances in the region. The higher average in snow accumulation during recent decades [which has likely been influenced by the higher frequency and intensity of the warm phases of ENSO after 1976 (Trenberth et al. 2002)] does not seem to have counteracted the negative impacts of increased glacier ablation associated with higher temperatures across the region. Although largely speculative, these analyses also suggest that the positive trends observed in river discharges during this most recent period (Tables 3 and 6) may be related to both the higher snow inputs and increasing snow and ice ablation due to higher temperatures during the snowmelt season. Even when increased glacier recession may result in higher runoff in the short term, the observed and predicted climate tendencies for this region indicate that ultimately the glacier melt contribution to streamflow will diminish, with substantial and widespread socioeconomic impacts especially during extreme dry years.

Higher temperatures are also expected to influence the amount of precipitation that falls as rain rather than snow and produce earlier snowmelt peaks, which will change the seasonal availability of water supply (Jacobs et al. 2001; Stewart et al. 2005). If such projections are correct, local water management authorities will likely face increasing challenges to allocate the scarce mountain water among the rapidly growing urban, industrial, and agricultural sectors. Further work is needed to quantify the relative influences of rainfall, snowmelt, and glacier ablation on the rivers west and east of the continental divide and properly evaluate the potential hydrological and socioeconomic impacts of the predicted climate changes in this region. This will also require detailed information about the inherent long-term variability and change in snow accumulation over the central Andes. The remarkably strong association between winter snowpack and summer runoff suggests
that streamflow records could be used as surrogates of snowpack variations for most of the past century (see Fig. 8). However, this interval may still be inadequate to capture the full range of decade- to century-long fluctuations in the snowpack record. Examination of the long and well-replicated moisture-sensitive tree-ring width chronologies, available from the Chilean side of the central Andes (Boninsegna 1988; Le Quenes et al. 2006), indicates that these proxy records could provide a much longer (and thus more appropriate) perspective to assess the low-frequency snowpack variability and improve our understanding of past changes and possible future scenarios for winter snow accumulation in this mountainous region.
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